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S. Kubis, M. Kutschera and S. Stachniewicz

H.Niewodniczariski Institute of Nuclear Physics

ul. Radzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Krakow, Poland

Abstract:

We study the equation of state (EOS) of neutron star matter in a relativistic mean

field (RMF) theory with the isovector scalar mean field corresponding to the <5-meson

[ao(980)]. A range of values of the 8-meson coupling compatible with the Bonn potentials

is explored. Parameters of the model in the isovector sector are constrained to fit the

nuclear symmetry energy, Es « 30MeV\ We find that the proton fraction of neutron star

matter is higher in the presence of the <£-field whereas the energy per particle is lower. The

EOS becomes slightly stiffer and the maximum mass of the neutron star increases with

increasing 8-meson coupling. The effect is stronger for soft EOS.

PACS: 21.65.+f, 97.60.Jd

1. Nucleon matter in RMF model with the j-meson
The RMF model [1] of nuclear matter, frequently used in astrophysical calculations,

does not include the contribution due to <J-meson although generally the density to which

this field can couple does not vanish, < ^T^ip > / 0. Contribution of the <5-meson field is

not expected to be important for finite nuclei, whose isospin asymmetry is small, as the

J-meson mean field vanishes in symmetric nuclear matter. However, for strongly isospin-

asymmetric matter in neutron stars presence of the (S-field can influence properties of dense

matter. In Ref.[2] the RMF model was generalized to include the contribution due to 8-

meson. Here we investigate consequences of such a generalized RMF theory for neutron

stars.
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We calculate the EOS of neutron star matter in the ground state for nucleons occu-

pying Fermi spheres. In the RMF approximation for a uniform nucleon matter only a few

fermion densities are relevant. These include the baryon density, na =< T̂ 7OV' >> the

scalar density, n3 =< 0V> >> the isospin density, n(3) ~ np — n/v =< V>7oT3̂  >, and the

scalar isospin density, nP — ns
N =< V>T3̂/> >. A selfconsistent description of such a system is

achieved by taking into account only those components of the meson fields which couple to

the above densities with all remaining components vanishing. For normal nucleon matter

the relevant components of meson fields are a, u>o, p0 , and, for the <5-field, the isospin

component S^3'.

We assume that all the meson fields have Yukawa couplings to nucleons. The interac-

tion lagrangian reads

Lint = g<r(7ipi> - g^u^Yi* - ^PP^Y^ + gsSrprxp. (l)

Here 5 is the isovector scalar field of the <5-meson. The free-field lagrangians for t/>,<7,u;,

and p fields are the same as in Ref.[l]. For the <5-field we use the lagrangian

U = | a M J W - \m\P. (2)

For the cr-field we adopt the potential energy term of Boguta and Bodmer [3],

U{a) = ±bmv3 + i « r \ (3)

where m is the bare nucleon mass.

The ground state values of meson fields are determined by proton and neutron densi-

ties. The field equations for vector meson fields give u>o = {guj/m^riB and

Po = (9p/mp)(2z - l)ns? where x = np/ng is the proton fraction. The field equations

for scalar fields are non-trivial:

™l<r+-fo=g<r(nP + n3
N), (4)

and

= gs(nP - n>N). (5)

Here n3
p and n'N is, respectively, proton and neutron scalar density:
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d3k . m > = , z = P,Ar. (6)

In this formula fc,,i = P, iV, is, respectively, proton and neutron Fermi momentum. The

effective mass of protons, mp, and neutrons, ra/v, in Eq.(6) is

mp = m-gca - g&&{3\ (7)

and

(8)

The energy density of a uniform nucleon matter reads

2
e = J

\j + U(a) + ̂ C>(2z - lfn\ + \±{mN - mPf. (9)

In the spirit of RMF theory [1] parameters of the model, which are ratios of re-

spective meson-nucleon coupling constant and meson rest mass, are fit to reproduce em-

pirical parameters of nuclear matter. In the isoscalar sector, the coupling parameters,

C\ = gl/m2,,^ = 5^,/m^,b, and c, are adjusted to fit saturation properties of symmet-

ric nuclear matter (i = 1/2), i.e. saturation density no = 0.145/m~3, binding energy

B = -16MeV per nucleon, and the compressibility modulus Kv « 280MeV. The fourth

parameter, e.g. c, can be used to measure stiffness of the equation of state of symmetric

nuclear matter. Our choice of these coupling parameters is discussed below.

The coupling parameters, C2
p = g2,/™],, and C\ = 5j/m|, of the isovector sector are

adjusted to fit the nuclear symmetry energy, Es = 31 ± AMeV [4]. This requirement is

very important as the <J-field contribution is strongly attractive. As shown in Ref.[2] the 6-

meson coupling provides a negative contribution to the symmetry energy. This constraint

gives Cp as a function of C] [2]. In the range of values of Cj considered below, which

is compatible with the Bonn potentials [5], this function is well approximated by a linear

relation [2]

Cl = AC} + B, (10)



with coefficients A > 0 and B > 0 depending weakly on the coupling parameters in

the isoscalar sector. The formula (10) shows that the parameter C% obtains the lowest

value Cp = B for Cj = 0. For any coupling constant C2 > 0, the value of p coupling

constant, C2, increases. Hence for pure neutron matter inclusion of the <5-meson results

unavoidably in higher energy per particle at high densities, where contributions of vector

mesons dominate.

2. EOS of neutron star matter

As we mentioned above, there is one parameter, e.g. c, which can be used to label a

family of EOS's in the RMF model. We wish to retain this freedom, as the true high density

behaviour of neutron star EOS at present is only weakly constrained [6]. In the following we

shall mainly use two sets of coupling parameters which reproduce the saturation properties

but differ at higher densities. Corresponding EOS's are referred to as soft and stiff. The

soft EOS is specified by the parameters C2 = 1.582/ro2,C2 = 1.019fm2,b = -0.7188,

am. c = 6.563. For the stiff EOS the parameters are C2
a = 11.25/m2, C£ = 4.395/m2, b =

0.003825, and c = 3.5 x 10~6.

The above EOS's are not chosen arbitrarily. In fact they are the softest and the

stiffest consistent EOS admittable by the RMF theory. In Fig.l we show a plot of the

parameter c as a function of C2. Physical consistency of the RMF theory requires that

c > 0. We find that c = 0 for C2 « 11.5/m2 and thus any acceptable value of C2 must

be lower (Fig.l). To avoid numerical problems, we choose small but finite c = 3.5 x 10~6

with corresponding C2 = 11.25/m2. The highest allowed value of this coupling parameter,

c = 6.563, corresponds to the onset of an unphysical phase transition in nuclear matter at

low densities.

We also show below some results for an intermediate EOS with the parameters C2 =

5.318/m2,C2 = 2.31/m2,fe = -0.03952, and c = 0.4229.

The coupling constant gs of 6-nucleon interaction is a parameter in OBE fits of nucleon

scattering data. Its value is not, however, strongly constrained. Here we adopt a range of

J-meson coupling compatible with the Bonn potentials [5], C\ < 4.4/m2. The maximum

value of C\ we use exceeds the one corresponding to the Bonn potential C [5] which is

C\ = 2.6/m2. For a given value of C\ we obtain the p-meson coupling C2 from Eq.(10)

applying for the soft EOS coefficients A = 0.63 and B = 5.0/m2. For the stiff EOS,

coefficients in Eq.(10) are A = 0.60 and B - 4.31/m2.

To obtain the EOS of neutron star matter we first calculate the proton fraction x of



/3-stable neutron star matter, which satisfies the condition

+ 2
-C2( l - 2x)nB = /xe, (11)

where ^e is the electron chemical potential. In Fig.2 we show x for a few values of Cj

for soft and stiff EOS. One can notice that for higher values of C\ the proton fraction is

larger than for C\ — 0 for both EOS's. It exceeds the critical value for the direct URCA

process to be of importance in the cooling of neutron stars, which is XURCA K 0.11. For

the highest value, C | = 4.4/m2, the proton fraction exceeds 30% at higher densities for

the stiff EOS.

The energy per particle of /3-stable neutron star matter with the contribution of the

5-field for both soft and stiff EOS is shown in Fig.3. For comparison, curves for neutron

star matter with no £-field included, are also shown. As one can see in Fig.3 the energy

per particle becomes lower with increasing ^-coupling C\. This occurs for both EOS.

This behaviour can be easily understood. With increasing C\ the proton fraction of

neutron star matter in (3-equilibrium increases making the system less isospin-asymmetric.

This in turn reduces the amplitude of the p-meson mean field which provides a repulsive

contribution. As a result, the energy per particle is lowered. It should also be noticed that

the energy per particle of pure neutron matter displays an opposite behaviour. It becomes

higher with increasing 8-meson coupling [2].

In Fig.4 the EOS of the neutron star matter, P = P(e), is shown. In this plot curves

corresponding to C\ = 4.4/m2 and to C& = 0 differ appreciably for soft and stiff EOS.

Pressure at a given mass density is higher for C\ = 4.4/m2 than for C | = 0. This is in

contrast to the behaviour of the energy per particle in Fig.3.

We give in Table la and Table Ib, respectively, soft and stiff EOS calculated for

C\ = 2.5/m2, a value corresponding to the Bonn potential C.

3. Models of neutron stars

To gauge the influence of the <J-meson coupling on EOS we have calculated models of

neutron stars. The high density EOS was matched with low density EOS due to Baym,

Bethe, and Pethick [7] by constructing a proper phase transition.

In Fig.5 density profiles are shown for the canonical neutron star mass 1.4M0. For the

soft EOS generally the radii are smaller than for the stiff EOS. The effect of the (J-meson

contribution is more profound in case of soft EOS. The radius increases from R fa ll.lifcm,



for Cj = 0, to R « 12.8fcm, for Cj = AAfm2. For the stiff EOS the radius is R « 13.8*m,

for Cj = 0, and R « 14.7fcm, for Cj = 4.4/m2. The central density decreases with

increasing ^-coupling.

The neutron star mass as a function of central density is displayed in Fig.6 for soft and

stiff EOS. We also show results for an intermediate EOS, given in Sect.2. Maximum mass

increases slightly with Cj. The <J-field plays a more important role for the soft EOS. The

maximum mass of neutron star is Mmax = 1.428MQ for Cj = 0. Since this value is less

than the mass of the neutron star in the binary pulsar PSR B1913+16, which is 1.44M©,

this EOS is too soft to be realistic. However, with inclusion of the <J-field contribution the

maximum mass of neutron star increases to Mmax = 1.489M©, for Cj = 2.5/m2, and to

Mmax = 152M0, for Cj = 4.4/m2. Inclusion of the 8-meson contribution makes the soft

EOS astrophysically acceptable.

For the stiff EOS the maximum mass of neutron star is Mmax = 2.32M© and Mmax =

2.41M© for, respectively, Cj = 0 and Cj = 4.4/m2.

This research is partially supported by the Polish State Committee for Scientific Re-

search (KBN), grants 2 P03D 001 09 and 2 P03B 083 08.
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Figure captions

Fig.l

The fourth order coupling constant, c, as a function of the coupling parameter C2.

Fig.2

Proton fraction of neutron star matter for soft (solid curves) and stiff (dashed curves) EOS,

for indicated values of the <S-meson coupling, C|.

Fig.3

The energy per particle of neutron star matter for soft and stiff EOS. Curves labeled

1,2,and 3 correspond, respectively, to Cg = 0,C| = 2.5/m2, and C] = 4.4/m2.

Fig.4

Pressure as a function of mass density for soft and stiff EOS. Solid and dashed lines

correspond, respectively, to C| = 0 and C\ = 4.4/m2.

Fig.5

Density profile of 1.4M© neutron star for soft and stiff EOS. Solid, dashed and dotted-

dashed lines correspond, respectively, to C\ = 0, C\ = 2.5/m2, and C | = 4.4/m2.

Fig.6

Spectrum of neutron star masses for soft, intermediate and stiff EOS. Solid, dashed and

dotted-dashed lines correspond, respectively, to C\ = 0, C | = 2.5/m2, and C\ = 4.4/m2.



Table la
Soft equation of state, C\ = 2.5/m2

- 3
) p(g/cm3) P(dynes/cm2)

8.388 xlO37

8.675xl037

9.073xl037

9.383 xlO37

9.596 xlO37

9.814xlO37

1.003 xlO38

1.065 xlO38

1.174xlO38

1.293 xlO38

1.425 xlO38

1.570 xlO38

1.730 xlO38

1.906 xlO38

2.101 xlO38

2.315xlO38

2.551 xlO38

2.811 xlO38

3.097 xlO38

3.413xlO38

3.760xl038

4.144 xlO38

4.589xl038

5.109xl038

5.688 xlO38

6.332 xlO38

7.049 xlO38

7.848 xlO38

8.737 xlO38

9.726 xlO38

1.082 xlO39

1.205 xlO39

1.342 xlO39

1.494 xlO39

1.663 xlO39

1.851 xlO39

2.061 xlO39

1.415xlO14

1.463xlO14

1.531xlO14

1.583xlO14

1.619xlO14

1.656xlO14

1.694 xlO14

1.798xlO14

1.983xlO14

2.188 xlO14

2.414xlO14

2.665 xlO14

2.943 xlO14

3.251 xlO14

3.593 xlO14

3.972xlO14

4.392xlO14

4.859 xlO14

5.377xlO14

5.952 xlO14

6.590 xlO14

7.300 xlO14

8.134xlO14

9.117xlO14

1.022xl015

1.147xlO15

1.288 xlO15

1.447xlO15

1.628 xlO15

1.832xlO15

2.065 xlO15

2.330xl015

2.633 xlO15

2.979 xlO15

3.376xlO15

3.833 xlO15

4.359xlO15

5.628 xlO30

1.808 xlO32

4.387xl032

6.518 xlO32

8.037xl032

9.639 xlO32

1.132xlO33

1.630 xlO33

2.588 xlO33

3.759 xlO33

5.190 xlO33

6.931 xlO33

9.041 xlO33

1.157xlO34

1.461 xlO34

1.825 xlO34

2.257 xlO34

2.771 xlO34

3.380 xlO34

4.098 xlO34

4.946 xlO34

5.944 xlO34

7.186xlO34

8.738 xlO34

1.059 xlO35

1.280 xlO35

1.544 xlO35

1.861 xlO35

2.240 xlO35

2.695 xlO35

3.243 xlO35

3.903 xlO35

4.701 xlO35

5.666 xlO35

6.836 xlO35

8.260 xlO35

9.992 xlO35



Table Ib
Stiff equation of state, C | = 2.5fm2

p(gjcm3) P(dynes/cm2)

3.287xl037

4.050 xlO37

4.990 xlO37

5.897xl037

6.970 xlO37

7.900 xlO37

8.954xl037

9.734 xlO37

1.015xl038

1.118xlO38

1.232 xlO38

1.357xlO38

1.496xlO38

1.648 xlO38

1.816xlO38

2.001 xlO38

2.205 xlO38

2.430 xlO38

2.678xl038

2.950 xlO38

3.251 xlO38

3.582 xlO38

3.947 xlO38

4.350 xlO38

4.842 xlO38

5.391 xlO38

6.001 xlO38

6.681 xlO38

7.438 xlO38

8.280 xlO38

9.218xlO38

1.026xl039

1.142xlO39

1.271 xlO39

1.416xlO39

5.525xlO13

6.808xl013

8.390xl013

9.918xlO13

1.172xlO14

1.329xlO14

1.5O8xlO14

1.640xl014

1.711xlO14

1.887 xlO14

2.082xl014

2.298xlO14

2.537xlO14

2.802xl014

3.096xl014

3.422 xlO14

3.785xlO14

4.189xlO14

4.640 xlO14

5.144xlO14

5.709 xlO14

6.344xlO14

7.060xl014

7.872xlO14

8.903xl014

l.OlOxlO15

1.150xl015

1.315xlO15

1.511xlO15

1.745xlO15

2.024xl015

2.360 xlO15

2.765xlO15

3.255 xlO15

3.849xlO15

1.035 xlO30

2.800 xlO31

1.034 xlO32

2.346 xlO32

4.818xlO32

7.918 xlO32

1.266 xlO33

1.709 xlO33

1.980 xlO33

2.767 xlO33

3.825 xlO33

5.242xl033

7.127 xlO33

9.619 xlO33

1.289 xlO34

1.715 xlO34

2.267 xlO34

2.976 xlO34

3.883 xlO34

5.036 xlO34

6.494 xlO34

8.333 xlO34

1.064 xlO35

1.355 xlO35

1.767 xlO35

2.293 xlO35

2.965 xlO35

3.826 xlO35

4.928 xlO35

6.332 xlO35

8.099 xlO35

1.032 xlO36

1.310 xlO36

1.656 xlO36

2.085 xlO36
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